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Abstract Non-local gravity cosmologies are considered under the standard of Noether sym-
metry approach. In particular, we focus on non-local theories whose gravitational actions
depend on curvature and Gauss–Bonnet scalar invariants. Specific functional forms of the
related point-like Lagrangians are selected by Noether symmetries, and we solve the corre-
sponding field equations finding out exact cosmological solutions.

1 Introduction

Soon after the formulation of general relativity (GR) became evident, despite several attempts,
the quantization procedure could not be applied in the same way as in other field theories.
Indeed, other fundamental interactions are now perfectly treatable under the standard of
Gauge theories, although initially they presented some problems as well. From the path
integral quantization procedure, it turned out that they diverge at ultraviolet (UV) scales;
this (apparently) big issue was solved by means of the Renormalization procedure, thanks
to which it is now possible to eliminate UV divergences and fully quantize the theory [1,2].
By introducing in the theory suitable cutoffs, it happens that the n-point amplitude (cutoff
dependent) converges even by taking the limit of infinite cutoff and resumming at any level
of the perturbation theory. In this case, the theory is said to be renormalizable. However,
it may be complicated to evaluate the amplitude at any n-loop level, as well as solving the
renormalization group flow equation. In order to test the renormalizability of the theory, the
mass dimension of the coupling constant plays a crucial role, allowing to check whether
the theory is power-counting renormalizable (for nonnegative coupling constant) or non-
renormalizable. In this latter case, the method is not able to give precise information and,
in order to check the renormalizability, the n-loop calculations on the n-point amplitude are
needed.
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In any case, if quantum field theory holds even beyond the Planck scale, we have to
adapt its formalism to the gravitational interaction, though, so far, GR cannot be treated as
a renormalizable quantum field theory. This is partially due to the coupling constant mass
dimension, which turns out to be negative after expanding the action around the Gaussian
fixed point [3]. A possible way out of these shortcomings may be provided by modified
theories of gravity which extend the gravitational action of GR and seem to solve issues at
UV and infrared (IR) scales. In this context, non-local terms can be added to GR in view of
an effective theory consistent with quantum dynamics.

There are several GR extensions which, for example, could fix some �CDM issues in
cosmology (see e.g. [4–7], for other alternative theories of gravity), as the f (R) theories
of gravity [8–10], that introduce in the action general functions of the Ricci scalar and do
not need to invoke any dark energy and dark matter fluids to explain the current universe
expansion and large-scale structure [11,12]. Among these theories, the Starobinsky model
[13], based on Ricci scalar corrections, seems an extremely reliable candidate to describe
inflationary epoch.

Furthermore, several papers take into account actions containing other second-order cur-
vature invariants [14,15] like f (R, Rμν Rμν, Rμνpσ Rμνpσ ). A particular important case of
this latter function is given by the Gauss–Bonnet (GB) topological invariant. It consists in a
combination of second-order curvature invariants and, specifically, is defined as

G := R2 − 4Rμν Rμν + Rμνpσ Rμνpσ . (1)

The importance of the scalar G comes from the generalized Gauss–Bonnet theorem which
states that the integral of the Gauss curvature over a given manifold is equal to the Euler
characteristic [16]. In four dimensions (or less) indeed, the GB scalar is nothing but a topo-
logical surface term and the action S = ∫ √−g G d4x is everywhere trivial. Nevertheless, a
function of the GB term turns out to be able to provide physical predictions even in (3 + 1)-
dimensions. Usually, in order to get the Einstein–Hilbert action as a particular limit, the action
S = ∫ √−g {R + f (G)} d4x is considered [17–20]. In this way, as the scalar curvature is
predominant at local scales, the f (G) theory might occur at cosmological scales. As we shall
discuss below, introducing a topological term in the theory allows to reduce the dynamics
and to obtain reliable cosmologies.

In general, non-local gravity is a class of theories aimed at describing gravity at low- and
high-energy scales [21,22]. A general non-local action is supposed to contain functions of
the inverse of D’Alembert operator, leading to a positive mass dimension of the coupling
constant and making the effective theory renormalizable [23,24]. In Ref. [25], for instance,
a non-local theory containing only the scalar curvature is treated, and the authors also show
that the theory is capable of providing a model for the early time inflationary universe without
introducing any further scalar field. Other cosmological implications of non-local theories of
gravity are also studied in Ref. [26], where the authors find both cosmological de Sitter and
power-law expansion of the universe, after focusing on some specific actions. Specifically,
in this latter case, a non-local function of the GB topological invariant and of the Ricci scalar
is studied, with the aim to constrain the theory by cosmological observations.

In this paper, we are going to consider cosmologies coming from non-local actions contain-
ing Ricci and GB scalar invariants. The aim is to fix the form of non-local gravity Lagrangians
by means of the Noether symmetry approach. As we shall see, the existence of such symme-
tries allows to reduce dynamics and to obtain exact cosmological solutions.

The layout of the paper is as follows. After a brief summary on non-local theories of
gravity in Sect. 2, we apply the Noether symmetry approach to non-local models containing
the Ricci curvature scalar in Sect. 3. The selected Lagrangians are power law in the Ricci
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scalar and exponential in the non-local terms. This fact is particularly interesting because, as
demonstrated in [23,24,27], this kind of term allows the regularization and renormalization of
the theory. However, in this paper they are not introduced by hand but selected by symmetries.
Finally, exact cosmological solutions are derived. Section 4 deals with the application of the
method to models containing only non-local terms of the topological invariant G. We show
that GR is recovered in the special case f (G) ∼ √G (see also [28]). Furthermore, it is
shown that considering a Einstein–Hilbert action corrected with non-local terms of G is just
a subcase of the more general theory f (G,�−1G). Conclusions are drawn in Sect. 5. The
Noether symmetry approach is sketched in “Appendix A.”

2 Non-local theories of gravity

Let us review now the basic aspects of non-local theories of gravity. First of all, they can be
divided into two main categories: Infinite Derivative Theories of Gravity (IDGs) and Integral
Kernel Theories of Gravity (IKGs). The former are used to be exponential functions of the
D’Alembert operator1 and to overcome UV shortcomings by means of a short-range non-
locality. The latter mainly involves the inverse of the D’Alembert operator2 �−1, and by
means of long-range non-locality, it is capable of fixing, in principle, the IR problems of GR.
The models treated in this paper involve functions of the operator �−1, which will be applied
to the Ricci scalar R and the GB invariant G. For this reason, we outline only the properties
of IKGs.

In general, the local corrections come from an expansion around the value s = 0 of a
Schwinger proper time, so that they are valid for small times only, providing UV corrections.
On the other hand, IR corrections are represented by the expansion around s → ∞, where
the proper time integration becomes divergent. This problem can be solved by considering
a non-perturbative approach to calculate the Schwinger proper time integral which allows
to capture both the effects of local UV contributions (s = 0) and of non-local IR effects
(s → ∞).

The corresponding quantum effective action in curved spacetime reads [29]:

W0 = −
∫

d4x
√−g

[
V (x) + V (x)(� − V )−1V (x)

]
+ 1

6
�, (2)

where V (x) is the potential and � a surface term defined as

� =
∫

d4x
√−g

{
R − Rμν �−1Gμν2−1 R

(
�−1 Rμν

)
�−1 Rμν

− Rμν
(
�−1 Rμν

)
�−1 R

(
�−1 Rαβ

)(∇α �−1 R
)∇β �−1 R

− 2
(∇μ �−1 Rνα

)(∇ν �−1 Rμα

)
�−1 R

− 2
(
�−1 Rμν

)(∇μ �−1 Rαβ
)∇ν �−1 Rαβ + O

[
R 4

μν

]}
. (3)

The integral operator �−1 is responsible for quantum corrections to GR. A simple action con-
taining such an operator was proposed by Deser and Woodard [30], where they presented a
non-local modified effective theory of gravity capable of explaining the current late-time cos-
mic acceleration as a mechanism driven by the integral kernel of some differential operator;
the corresponding action reads:

1 In general, they can be also transcendental functions of differential operators.
2 They can involve integral kernels of differential operators.
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S =
∫

d4x
√−g

[ R

2κ
+ F

(
�−1 R

)]
+ S(m), (4)

where κ = 8πG N , and F
(
�−1 R

)
is an arbitrary function of �−1 R. The field equations

associated with the effective theory (4) are

Gμν + κ
Gμν = κT (m)
μν , (5)

where


Gμν =
(

Gμν + gμν � − ∇μ∇ν

){

F + �−1
[

R F�−1 R

]}

+
[

δ (ρ
μ δ σ)

ν − 1

2
gμνgρσ

]

∂ρ

(
�−1 R

)
∂σ

(

�−1
[

R F�−1 R

])

, (6)

with the definitions F ≡ F
(
�−1 R

)
and F�−1 R ≡ ∂ F

∂
(
�−1 R

) . It is straightforward to show

that the intrinsic nature of operator �−1 is able to predict naturally the late-time cosmological
expansion of the universe. In this regard, considering a power-law form of the scale factor
given by the standard cosmological models

a(t) ∼ tq �⇒ R(t) ∼ 6q(1 − 2q) t−2, (7)

it is possible to approximately evaluate the quantity
(
�−1 R

)
(t0) at the present time. Indicating

with t0 ∼ 1010 y the current time and with teq ∼ 105 y the time when the CMB radiation
originated, the non-local causal effects acting during the interval [teq, t0] are:

(
�−1 R

)
(t0) =

∫ t0

teq

dt ′ 1

a3(t ′)

∫ t ′

teq

dt ′′a3(t ′′)R(t ′′) =

= 6q(2q − 1)

(3q − 1)

{

log

(
t0
teq

)

− 1

3q − 1
+ 1

3q − 1

(
teq

t0

)3q−1}

. (8)

Taking into account a standard matter dominated universe with q = 2/3, we have
(
�−1 R

)
(t0)

∣
∣
q= 2

3
∼ 14.0. (9)

The above result suggests that the non-local term leads to the order required by the current
cosmic acceleration and avoids the fine tuning of parameters. Furthermore, these corrections
occur only at late times, since during the radiation-dominated era, the non-local effects are
null, while, after the onset of matter dominance, the logarithmic dependence makes them
negligible.

3 Noether symmetries in non-local curvature cosmology

With the above considerations in mind, let us see whether the form of the non-local action
containing the operator �−1 applied to the Ricci scalar R can be selected by the Noether sym-
metry approach (see [31–45] for details and applications). An extended discussion including
this case is treated in Ref. [27]. A straightforward generalization of the action (4) is:

S =
∫ √−g f (R,�−1h(R)) d4x . (10)
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Starting from this, we want to derive the cosmological point-like Lagrangian and then search
for Noether symmetries according to the lines sketched in App. A. The first issue is to define
a suitable localization of the non-local field. We can define:

�−1h(R) := φ → h(R) = �φ, (11)

where φ is an auxiliary scalar field. Let us now focus on a spatially flat Friedmann–Lemaître–
Robertson–Walker (FLRW) cosmological background, with metric ds2 = dt2 − a(t)2dx2,
where a(t) is the scale factor of the universe depending on the cosmic time t . In this perspec-
tive, we have also that the scalar field depends only on t , that is, φ = φ(t). The Ricci scalar
can be expressed as

R = −6

(
ä

a
+ ȧ2

a2

)

(12)

and can be directly introduced into action (10). Considering also the localization (11), we
can define the further scalar field ε(t) such that action (10) can be written as

S =
∫ {

a3 f (R, φ) + a3ε(t)

[

φ̈ + 3
ȧ

a
φ̇ − h(R)

]

− λ

[

R + 6

(
ä

a
+ ȧ2

a2

)]}

dt. (13)

From the variation with respect to R, we find the Lagrange multiplier λ, that is:

δS

δR
=

∫
{
a3 fR(R, φ) − a3ε(t)h R(R) − λ

}
dt = 0

→ λ = a3 [ fR(R, φ) − ε(t)h R(R)] , (14)

where the subscript R denotes the derivative with respect to the curvature scalar. The variation
of the action with respect to the scalar field ε(t) provides the Klein–Gordon equation �φ =
h(R) as expected. Finally, by varying the action with respect to the scalar field φ, we get:

�ε(t) = fφ(R, φ). (15)

The canonical point-like Lagrangian arising after an integration by parts is then:

L = a3 ( f (R, φ) − R fR(R, φ) − εh(R) + εRh R(R)) − a3ε̇φ̇

−6aεȧ2h R(R) − 6a2ȧε̇h R(R)

−6a2εȧ Ṙh R R(R) + 6aȧ2 fR(R, φ)

+6a2ȧφ̇ fRφ(R, φ) + 6a2ȧ Ṙ fR R(R, φ). (16)

The corresponding Euler–Lagrange equations and the energy condition are, respectively:

d

dt

∂L
∂ ȧ

= ∂L
∂a

→ 2ȧ2 ( fR(R, φ) − εh R(R))

− 4a
[
ä (εh R(R) − fR(R, φ)) + ȧ

(
ε̇h R(R) + ε Ṙh R R(R) − φ̇ fRφ(R, φ)

− Ṙ fR R(R, φ)
)] + a2 [− f (R, φ) + ε̇φ̇ − 2h R(R)ε̈

− 4Ṙε̇h R R + ε
(
h(R) − Rh R(R) − 2R̈h R R

− 2Ṙ2h R R R(R)
) + R fR(R, φ) + 2φ̈ fRφ(R, φ) + 2φ̇2 fRφφ(R, φ) + 2R̈ fR R(R, φ)

+ 4Ṙφ̇ fR Rφ(R, φ) + 2Ṙ2 fR R(R, φ)
] = 0 ;

d

dt

∂L
∂φ̇

= ∂L
∂φ

→ �ε = fφ(R, φ) ;
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d

dt

∂L
∂ Ṙ

= ∂L
∂ R

→ R = −6

(
ä

a
+ ȧ2

a2

)

;
d

dt

∂L
∂ε̇

= ∂L
∂ε

→ �φ = h(R);

EL = q̇ i ∂L
∂ q̇ i

− L = 0 → 12ȧ3 ( fR(R, φ) − εh R(R))

− a3 [ f (R, φ) − ε (h(R) − Rh R(R))]

+ a3ε̇φ̇ − a3ε̈φ̇ − a3ε̇φ̈ + a3 R fR(R, φ) + 6aȧ [ε (−2h R(R)ä + ȧh R(R)

− 4ȧ Ṙh R R(R)
) + 2ä fR(R, φ) − ȧ

(
6ε̇h R(R) + fR(R, φ) − 6φ̇ fRφ(R, φ)

− 4Ṙ fR R(R, φ)
)] + 6a2ä

(
φ̇ fRφ(R, φ) − ε̇h R(R)

) + 6a2ȧ [−ε̈h R(R)

+ ε Ṙh R R(R) + ε̇(h R(R) − φ̇ − 3Ṙh R R(R)) − ε R̈h R R(R) − ε Ṙ2h R R R(R)

− φ̇ fRφ(R, φ) + φ̈ fRφ(R, φ) + 2φ̇2 fRφφ(R, φ) − Ṙ fR R(R, φ) + R̈ fR R(R, φ)

+ 3φ̇ Ṙ fR Rφ(R, φ) + Ṙ2 fR R(R, φ)
] = 0, (17)

which can be solved after the forms of functions h and f are selected by the Noether sym-
metries.

In this perspective, the generator of a generic transformation related to the minisuperspace
defined by the configuration space Q ≡ {a, φ, R, ε} is

X = ξ(t, a, φ, R, ε)∂t + α(t, a, φ, R, ε)∂a + β(t, a, φ, R, ε)∂φ

+γ (t, a, φ, R, ε)∂R + δ(t, a, φ, R, ε)∂ε. (18)

The identity (A2), once applied to Lagrangian (16), leads to a system of 19 equations, mostly
connected by linear combinations. After neglecting redundant equations, it reduces to the
below system of six differential equations:

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

3α ( f (R, φ) − R fR(R, φ) − εh(R) + εRh R(R))

+a
[
δ(Rh R(R) − h(R)) + β fφ(R, φ) − β R fRφ(R, φ)

−γ R fR R(R, φ) + ∂tξ ( f (R, φ) − R fR(R, φ))

+εγ Rh R R(R) − ε∂tξ(h(R) − Rh R(R))
] = 0 ;

2α( fR R(R, φ) − εh R R(R)) + a
[−δh R R(R) + β fR Rφ(R, φ)

+γ fR R R(R, φ) − ∂tξ fR R(R, φ) + ∂Rγ fR R(R, φ)

+∂aα fR R(R, φ) − ε(γ h R R R(R) − ∂tξh R R(R) + ∂Rγ h R R(R) + ∂aαh R R(R))
] = 0 ;

12α fRφ(R, φ) + 6a
[
β fRφφ(R, φ) + γ fR Rφ(R, φ) − fRφ(R, φ)(∂tξ − ∂φβ − ∂aα)

]

+∂aδ a2 = 0 ;
α(εh R(R) − fR(R, φ)) + a

[
h R(R)δ − β fRφ(R, φ) − γ fR R(R, φ) + ∂tξ fR(R, φ)

+γ εh R R(R) − ∂tξεh R(R)

+2∂aαεh R(R) − 2∂aα fR(R, φ)] − ∂aβa2 fRφ + ∂aδ a2h R(R) = 0 ;
12αh R(R) + 6a

[
γ h R R + h R (−∂tξ + ∂εδ + ∂aα)

] − ∂aβa2 = 0 ;
3α − a

(
∂tξ − ∂εδ − ∂φβ

) = 0 ;
α = α(a), β = β(a, φ), γ = γ (R), δ = δ(a, ε), ξ = ξ(t), g = g0.

(19)
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The above system leads to three different classes of generators and functions:
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

I : X = (−3α0t + ξ1)∂t + α0a∂a − 6 α0
n−1 R∂R + 6α0ε∂ε,

h(R) = h0 R, f (R, φ) = f0 Rn F(φ) = f0 Rn F(�−1 R) ;

I I : X = γ0 R∂R,

h(R) = h0 R, f (R, φ) = f0 R + f1φ
k = f0 Rn + f1(�−1 R)k ;

I I I : X = (−3α0t + ξ1)∂t + α0a∂a − 6 α0
n−1 R∂R + β0φ + 6α0ε∂ε,

h(R) = h0 R, f (R, φ) = f0 Rnekφ = f0 Rne�−1 R .

(20)

where only the last one admits analytic cosmological solutions. Replacing the form of the
last functions into Eq. (17), we obtain the following de Sitter-like solution:

a(t) ∼ emt , φ(t) ∼ t, R(t) ∼ Const. ε(t) ∼ e−3mt , (21)

with the constraint

m = −3 + 10h0k − 8h2
0k2

2(−3 + 18h0k − 31h2
0k2 + 20h3

0k3)
. (22)

We can conclude that non-local curvature cosmology is consistent with an accelerated expan-
sion of the scale factor of the universe.

4 Noether symmetries in non-local Gauss–Bonnet cosmology

A similar procedure can be applied to models containing only the GB invariant. As discussed
in [28], a theory containing only combinations ofG can reduce to GR, at least in a cosmological
background.

Let us start by considering the non-local GB action in vacuum of the form

S =
∫ √−g f (G,�−1h(G))d4x, (23)

from which we want to derive the cosmological point-like Lagrangian. As above, we localize
the theory by setting:

�−1h(G) := φ → h(G) = �φ. (24)

By introducing a new scalar field ε(t) as in [25,26], the action can be written as

S =
∫ √−g { f (G, φ) + ε(t)(�φ − h(G))} d4x, (25)

where φ and G have to be treated as separated fields. In a FLRW spatially flat cosmology,
the GB invariant turns out to be

G = 24
ȧ2ä

a3 . (26)

Therefore, by using the Lagrange multipliers method, action (25) becomes

S =
∫ {

a3 f (G, φ) + a3ε(t)

[

φ̈ + 3
ȧ

a
φ̇ − h(G)

]

− λ

(

G − 24
ȧ2ä

a3

)}

dt. (27)
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The variation of the action with respect to the GB term allows to find the Lagrange multiplier
λ:

δS

δG =
∫ {

a3 fG(G, φ) − a3ε(t)hG(G) − λ
}

dt = 0 → λ = a3 [
fG(G, φ) − ε(t)hG(G)

]
,

(28)
where the subscript G denotes the derivative with respect to the GB scalar. Furthermore, from
Eq. (25), it is easy to verify that once varying the action with respect to ε(t), one recovers
the definition �φ − h(G) = 0. From the variation with respect to the scalar field φ, we get:

δS

δφ
=

∫ √−g

{

fφ(G, φ) − δ

δφ
[ε(t)(�φ − h(G))]

}

d4x

=
∫ √−g

{

fφ(G, φ) − δ

δφ

[
ε(t)�(φ − �−1h(G))

]
}

d4x . (29)

Using the divergence theorem, the last term of Eq. (29) can be written as:
∫ √−g

{
δ

δφ

[
ε(t)�(φ − �−1h(G))

]
}

d4x = δ

δφ

∫ √−g�ε(t)(φ − �−1h(G))d4x

=
∫ √−g �ε(t)

δ

δφ
(φ − �−1h(G))d4x =

∫ √−g �ε(t)d4x, (30)

so the variation with respect to the scalar field φ provides the following Klein–Gordon
equation:

δS

δφ
= 0 → �ε(t) = fφ(G, φ). (31)

After introducing the Lagrange multipliers and integrating out the higher derivatives, the
point-like Lagrangian can be written as:

L = a3 [
f (G, φ) − G fG(G, φ) − εh(G) + εGhG(G)

]

−a3φ̇ε̇ − 8ȧ3Ġ fGG(G, φ) + 8ȧ3ε̇hG(G) + 8εȧ3ĠhGG(G) − 8ȧ3φ̇ fGφ(G, φ).

(32)

The corresponding Euler–Lagrange equations and the energy condition are, respectively:

d

dt

∂L
∂ ȧ

= ∂L
∂a

→ 8ȧ
[
2ä

(
−Ġ fGG(G, φ) − φ̇ fGφ(G, φ) + εĠhGG(G)

)

+ ȧ
(
−G̈ fGG(G, φ) − 2Ġφ̇ fGGφ(G, φ)

− Ġ2 fGGG(G, φ) − φ̈ fGφ(G, φ) − φ̇2 fGφφ(G, φ) + ε̈hG(G) + εG̈hGG(G) + εĠ2hGGG(G)
)

+ 2ε̇
(

ähG(G) + ȧĠhGG(G)
)]

+ a2 [G fG(G, φ) − f (G, φ) + ε̇φ̇ + ε
(
h(G) − GhG(G)

)] = 0 ;
d

dt

∂L
∂φ̇

= ∂L
∂φ

→ �ε = fφ(G, φ) ;
d

dt

∂L
∂Ġ = ∂L

∂G → G = 24
ȧ2ä

a3 ;
d

dt

∂L
∂ε̇

= ∂L
∂ε

→ �φ = h(G) ;
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EL = q̇ i ∂L
∂q̇ i

− L = 0 → −a3 (
f (G, φ) − εh(G) + εGhG(G) + φ̇ε̇ − G fG(G, φ)

)

+ 24ȧ3
(
ε̇hG(G) + εĠhGG(G) − φ̇ fGφ(G, φ) − Ġ fGG(G, φ)

)
= 0. (33)

Once the forms of the functions h(G) and f (G, φ) are specified, the above system can provide
exact cosmological solutions.

Also here, the Noether theorem can be applied to the Lagrangian (32). In such a case, the
minisuperspace is defined on the configuration space Q ≡ {a, φ,G, ε}, so that the symmetry
generator (A1) takes the explicit form:

X = ξ(t, a, φ,G, ε)∂t + α(t, a, φ,G, ε)∂a + β(t, a, φ,G, ε)∂φ

+ γ (t, a, φ,G, ε)∂G + δ(t, a, φ,G, ε)∂ε. (34)

The system of differential equations coming from the above generator is made of 37 equations,
but, after deleting all the linear combinations, it reduces to a system of five equations plus
the conditions on the generator coefficients:
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

3αa2 f (G, φ) − δa3 − 3αa2εh(G) + δa3GhG(G) + 3αa2εGhG(G) + γ a3GεhGG(G)

+βa3 fφ(G, φ) − 3αa2G fG(G, φ) − βa3G fGφ(G, φ) − γ a3G fGG(G, φ) − ∂t g

+a3∂tξ ( f (G, φ) − εh(G) + εGhG(G) − G fG(G, φ)) = 0 ;
γ hGG(G) − 3∂tξhG(G) + ∂εδ hG(G) + ∂εγ (εhGG(G) − fGG(G, φ)) + 3∂aαhG(G) = 0 ;
fGφ(G, φ)

(
3∂tξ − ∂φβ

) + ∂φγ (εhGG(G) − fGG(G, φ)) − 3∂aα fGφ(G, φ) − β fGφφ

−γ fGGφ(G, φ) = 0 ;
β fGGφ(G, φ) − δhGG(G) + γ fGGG(G, φ) − 3∂tξ fGG(G, φ) + ∂Gγ fGG(G, φ)

+3∂aα fGG(G, φ) − γ εhGGG(G) + 3∂tξεhGG − ∂Gγ εhGG(G) − 3∂aαεhGG(G) = 0 ;
3α − a

(
∂tξ − ∂εδ − ∂φβ

) = 0 ;
α ≡ α(a), β ≡ β(φ), γ ≡ γ (φ,G, ε), δ ≡ δ(ε), ξ ≡ ξ(t), g ≡ g(t).

(35)
The above system admits five different solutions: In two of them, the non-local function
f (G, φ) is given by a sum of a function of φ and a function ofG, i.e., f (G, φ) = f1(G)+ f2(φ).
In the other three, solutions are products between the two functions, namely f (G, φ) =
g1(G)g2(φ). The entire set of solutions with the corresponding generators read:

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

I : X = (ξ0t + ξ1)∂t + α0a∂a + (β0φ + β1)∂φ − 4ξ0G∂G + δ0ε∂ε,

h(G) = h0G
1
2 + n

k , f (G, φ) = f0Gn + f1G
+ f2 (β0φ + β1)

k = f0Gn + f1G + f2

(
β0 + β1�−1G 1

2 + n
k

)k ;
I I : X = (ξ0t + ξ1)∂t + α0a∂a + (β0φ + β1)∂φ − 4ξ0G∂G + (δ0ε + δ1)∂ε,

h(G) = h0G, f (G, φ) = f0Gn + f1G + f2(β0φ + β1)
2n

= f0Gn + f1G + f2(β0�−1G + β1)
2n ;

I I I : X = (ξ0t + ξ1)∂t + α0a∂a + (β0φ + β1)∂φ − 4ξ0G∂G + δ0ε∂ε,

h(G) = h0Gz, f (G, φ) = f0Gn(β0φ + β1)
k = f0Gn(β0�−1Gz + β1)

k ;
I V : X = (ξ0t + ξ1)∂t + α0a∂a + (β0φ + β1)∂φ − 4ξ0G∂G + (δ0ε + δ1)∂ε,

h(G) = h0G, f (G, φ) = f0Gn(β0φ + β1)
k = f0Gn(β0�−1G + β1)

k ;
V : X = (ξ0t + ξ1)∂t + α0a∂a + β1∂φ − 4ξ0G∂G + δ0ε∂ε,

h(G) = h0
√G, f (G, φ) = f0Gnekφ = f0Gnek�−1√G, k ≡ δ0+4nξ0

β1
,

(36)
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where ξ0, ξ1, α0, β0, β1, δ0, h0, f0, f1, f2, n, k are integration constants.
It may seem that the theory is overdetermined by the large amount of free parameters.

However, after solving the equations of motion, the functions will be further constrained to
those in agreement with the cosmological solutions. Specifically, it turns out that not all the
functions contained in the system (36) admit cosmological solutions for the scale factor. As
a matter of fact, while the second and the fourth do not admit any cosmological solution, the
first and the third can be analytically solved by setting β1 = 0. The fifth admits solutions
only after constraining the mutual dependence among the parameters.

Let us start by analyzing the Lagrangians corresponding to the functions I and III. They
read, respectively:

LI = a3
[

f0(1 − n)Gn − h0

(
n

k
− 1

2

)

εG n
k + 1

2 + ε̇φ̇

]

− 8h0

(
n

k
+ 1

2

)

ȧ3ε̇G n
k − 1

2

+ 8 f0n(n − 1)ȧ3ĠĠn−2 − 8h0

(
n2

k2 − 1

4

)

εȧ3ĠG n
k − 3

2 + 8 f1kȧ3φ̇φk−1, (37)

and

LI I I = a3
[

f0(1 − n)Gnφk + h0(z − 1)εGz
]

+ 8h0zȧ3ε̇Gz−1 + 8h0z(z − 1)εȧ3ĠGz−2

− 8 f0n(n − 1)ȧ3ĠGn−2φk − 8 f0knȧ3φ̇Gn−1φk−1 − a3ε̇φ̇. (38)

From the former Lagrangian, the Euler–Lagrange equations and the energy condition provide
a solution given by a time power law of a(t), namely:

a(t) ∼ t
2
3 (2n+2kz−k), G(t) ∼ t−4, φ(t) ∼ t2−4z, ε(t) ∼ t2k(1−2z), (39)

f (G,�−1h(G)) = f2Gn(�−1Gz)k . (40)

In this case, though exponential solutions do not occur in vacuum, the parameters are not
fixed by the equations of motion, so that they might be constrained by observations. On the
other hand, the Lagrangian (37) gives exact de Sitter-like solutions of the form:

a(t) ∼ eqt , G(t) ∼ Const, φ(t) ∼ t, ε(t) ∼ t, k = 1, n = 1

2
, (41)

f (G,�−1h(G)) = f0
√
G + f1G + f2�−1G + f3. (42)

Therefore, concerning this latter case, the only solution such that the Euler–Lagrange
equations, the energy condition and the Noether system are satisfied, constrains all the free
parameters occurring in the second function. SinceG is a topological invariant, the linear term
in G does not contribute to dynamics, so the relevant terms are the square root and the linear
non-local terms in G. From a cosmological point of view, this action is equivalent to action
(4), so the same considerations in [30] hold. In other words, a dark energy-like behavior, due
to non-local terms, can be achieved both in R and G descriptions of cosmological dynamics.
Furthermore, as discussed in [41], different theories exhibiting the same Noether symmetries
have the same dynamics.

Finally, the point-like Lagrangian corresponding to the last solution is:

LV = 2ȧ3
[
2G− 1

2 ε̇ − εG− 3
2 Ġ − 4 f0n(n − 1)Gn−2Ġekφ − 4 f0knGn−1ekφφ̇

]

−1

2
G2a3

[
2ε̇φ̇ + ε

√
G + 2 f0(n − 1)Gnekφ

]
, (43)
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and the Euler–Lagrange Eq. (33) can be analytically solved providing two different forms of
the scale factor; the first reads as:

a(t) ∼ eq t , φ(t) ∼ t, ε(t) ∼ e

√
8
3 kq t

, (44)

f (G,�−1√G) = f0G
12

√
6

4k−√
6 ekφ, h(G) = √

G. (45)

By comparing the function in Eq. (45) with the fifth of Eq. (36), we notice that a relation
between the free parameters n and k occurs, namely:

n = 12
√

6

4k − √
6
. (46)

Furthermore, we also find power-law solutions, namely:

a(t) ∼ tq , φ(t) ∼ ln[(1 − 3q)t], G(t) ∼ 1

t4 , ε(t) ∼ t2−4n+ 2k
√

6q3(q−1)
3q−1 . (47)

The second solution, coming from the Lagrangian in Eq. (43), introduces a relation among
the parameters n, q and k enlarging the possibility to compare these cosmological behaviors
with observational data.

4.1 Noether symmetries in general relativity plus non-local Gauss–Bonnet cosmology

To conclude this discussion, let us treat the case of GR corrected with non-local GB terms,
considered, e.g., in [26,46]. The action is:

S =
∫ √−g

[
R

2κ
+ f (G,�−1h(G)

]

d4x, (48)

which is nothing but action (23) with the addition of the Einstein–Hilbert term. Let us make
use of the Lagrange multipliers method to find the cosmological Lagrangian and, therefore,
to apply the Noether symmetry approach. The only difference with respect to the case given
by Eq. (32) is due to the cosmological form of R, so that the Lagrangian reads as:

L = a3 [
f (G, φ) − G fG(G, φ) − εh(G) + εGhG(G)

] − a3φ̇ε̇ − 8ȧ3Ġ fGG(G, φ)

+ 8ȧ3ε̇hG(G) + 8εȧ3ĠhGG(G) − 8ȧ3φ̇ fGφ(G, φ) + 3

κ
aȧ2, (49)

and the only different Euler–Lagrange equation is that related to the scale factor which, in
this case, takes the form:

d

dt

∂L
∂ ȧ

= ∂L
∂a

→ 8ȧ
[
2ä

(−Ġ fGG(G, φ) − φ̇ fGφ(G, φ) + εĠhGG(G)
)

+ ȧ
(−G̈ fGG(G, φ) − 2Ġφ̇ fGGφ(G, φ)

− Ġ2 fGGG(G, φ) − φ̈ fGφ(G, φ) − φ̇2 fGφφ(G, φ) + ε̈hG(G) + εG̈hGG(G) + εĠ2hGGG(G)
)

+ 2ε̇
(
ähG(G) + ȧĠhGG(G)

)] + a2 [G fG(G, φ) − f (G, φ) + ε̇φ̇ + ε
(
h(G) − GhG(G)

)]

+ 3

κ
(ȧ2 + 2aä) = 0. (50)

The minisuperspace dimension is the same as the previous case, since the scalar curvature
does not introduce any new dynamical variables. By replacing R(t) with its cosmological
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expression, the Noether system turns out to be the same of that of the previous section, except
for the addition of a further condition on the Noether vector, that is:

α − a∂tξ + 2a∂aα = 0. (51)

This new link between α and ξ , provided by Eq. (51), yields an important implication for the
solutions of Noether’s system, since it uniquely fixes the value of n and the relation between
n and k. We obtain five different generators (with corresponding functions) of the form:
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

I : X = (3α0t + ξ1)∂t + α0a∂a + (β0φ + β1)∂φ − 12α0G∂G + δ0ε∂ε,

h(G) = h0G
1
2 + 1

2k , f (G, φ) = f0G
1
2 + f1G + f2 (β0φ + β1)

k

= f0G
1
2 + f1G + f2

(
β0 + β1�−1G 1

2 + 1
2k

)k ;
I I : X = (3α0t + ξ1)∂t + α0a∂a + (β0φ + β1)∂φ − 12α0G∂G + (δ0ε + δ1)∂ε,

h(G) = h0G, f (G, φ) = f0G
1
2 + f1G + f2(β0φ + β1)

= f0G
1
2 + f1G + f2(β0�−1G + β1) ;

I I I : X = (3α0t + ξ1)∂t + α0a∂a + (β0φ + β1)∂φ − 12α0G∂G + δ0ε∂ε,

h(G) = h0G
1−2n

2k , f (G, φ) = f0Gn(β0φ + β1)
k = f0Gn(β0�−1G 1−2n

2k + β1)
k ;

I V : X = (3α0t + ξ1)∂t + α0a∂a + (β0φ + β1)∂φ − 12α0G∂G + (δ0ε + δ1)∂ε,

h(G) = h0G, f (G, φ) = f0Gn(β0φ + β1)
1−2n = f0Gn(β0�−1G + β1)

1−2n ;
V : X = (3α0t + ξ1)∂t + α0a∂a + β1∂φ − 12α0G∂G,

h(G) = h0
√G, f (G, φ) = f0Gnekφ = f0Gnek�−1√G .

(52)
By comparing Eq. (36) with Eq. (52), we notice that, with regard to the first two solutions,
the introduction of R leads to the further constraint n = 1/2. Moreover, in the third and in the
fourth cases, the further relations z = 1−2n

2k and k = 1 − 2n occur, respectively. According
to these considerations, it is clear that action (48) is fully consistent with (23), and then, it is
not necessary introduce by hand the Einstein–Hilbert term to recover GR in this context.

5 Discussion and conclusions

The existence of Noether symmetries is a powerful tool to reduce and solve dynamics in a
wide class of physical problems. In particular, the method proves very useful in cosmology
to select the form of effective Lagrangians and to solve the related dynamical systems.
Here, we considered non-local theories of gravity where the curvature scalar R and the
topological invariantG are involved. Noether symmetries allow to fix the form of cosmological
Lagrangians, to reduce the dynamics and to find exact solutions. It is important to stress that
non-local terms, selected by symmetries, are of physical interest and allow renormalization
and unitarity in higher derivative and non-local gravity theories [23,24]. According to this
statement, the existence of Noether symmetries can be considered a physical criterion to
select physical models.

Furthermore, many of cosmological solutions found are in agreement with the pre-
vious statement by Deser and Woodard [30] that non-local cosmology can reproduce
dark energy behavior at IR scales. Among the classes of considered models, the action
S = ∫ √−g f [G,�−1h(G)]d4x presents an interesting phenomenology because it general-
izes the analogue S = ∫ √−g f [R,�−1h(R)]d4x and admits also the possibility to recover
GR corrected with non-local terms. In this perspective, considering gravitational actions
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involving the topological invariant G seems extremely useful to cure and fix problems that
arise from taking into account other curvature invariants.

In a forthcoming paper, we will compare the above solutions with observations in view
of selecting reliable models to reconstruct a self-consistent cosmic history.
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Appendix A: The Noether Symmetry Approach

Let us shortly recall the main properties of the Noether symmetry approach showing the
method used to find symmetries in the above theories of gravity. We adopted it to select the
functional form of the gravitational actions, to reduce dynamics and, finally, to find out exact
solutions.

A general coordinate transformation with generator

X = ξ
∂

∂t
+ ηi ∂

∂qi
, (A1)

preserving the Euler–Lagrange equations, must satisfy the relation:

X [1]L + ξ̇L = ġ(t, qi ), (A2)

with X [1] being defined as:

X [1] = ξ
∂

∂t
+ ηi ∂

∂qi
+ (η̇i − q̇ i ξ̇ )

∂

∂ q̇ i
, (A3)

where g is a generic function of the variables of the considered minisuperspace, that is, the
space of configurations Q ≡ {qi } whose tangent space is TQ ≡ {qi , q̇ i }. Furthermore, if the
condition in Eq. (A2) holds, a conserved quantity, depending on the variables and on their
first derivatives, can be found; specifically, it can be shown that it is:

I (t, qi , q̇ i ) = ξ

(

q̇ i ∂L
∂ q̇ i

− L
)

− ηi ∂L
∂ q̇ i

+ g(t, qi ), (A4)

where I (t, qi , q̇ i ) is a first integral of motion, i.e., a conserved quantity. If the conserved quan-
tity exists, it is possible to find out a coordinate system where a cyclic variable appears. The
procedure allows to reduce dynamics and, eventually, to solve it finding out exact solutions
as in the cases discussed above.
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